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You Can’t Get a Man with a Gun from Annie Get Your Gun
Dedication: Carole FitzPatrick
Irving Berlin (1888-1989)

My Ship from Lady in the Dark
Dedication: Dale Dreyfoos
Kurt Weill (1900-1950)

Perfect Relationship from Bells are Ringing
Performed by: Anna Sera
Jule Styne (1905-1994)

For the First Time in Forever from Frozen
Dedication: Kiara Johansen, Khayla Shipman, Karryn Baca, Mary Boujikian
Kristen Anderson-Lopez & Robert Lopez (1972- ) (1975- )

The Next Right Thing from FrozenII
Dedication: Friend Support System

Love is an Open Door from Frozen
Joined by Teddy Ladley
Dedication: Family Support System

King of the Forest from The Wizard of Oz
Performed by Teddy Ladley
Harold Arlen (1905-1996)

Popular from Wicked
Dedication: Mema
Stephen Schwartz (1948- )

For Good
Joined by and Dedication: Anna Sera

Just Keep Swimming/ Dory’s Ditty from Finding Nemo the Musical
Joined by Teddy Ladley
Robert Lopez

Hold Down the Fort from John and Jen
Dedication: Brother
Andrew Lippa & Tom Greenwald (1964- ) (1962- )

Home from Beauty and the Beast
Dedication: Dad
Alan Menken & Tim Rice (1949- ) (1944- )

Happy Working Song from Enchanted
Dedication: Mom
Stephen Schwartz & Alan Menken

Quiet from 13 Stories Down
Dedication: Mom
Jonathan Reid Gelt (1982- )
There’s a Great Big Beautiful Tomorrow from *The Carousel of Progress* Richard M. & Robert B. Sherman (1928- ) (1925-2012)